Gramzon:
I wonder in to the tunnel after being very antisocial at breakfast.
Sarachim:
Heh. Right, you climb down the ladder, and are back in the room where you found Gorgut. 
Everything is how you left it.
Gramzon:
I pull out one of my home made torches and light it with a puff of flame.
Sarachim:
It lights easily. You can see much more clearly now.
Gramzon:
Can I see anything that I did not notice the first time I was down here?
Sarachim:
Not in this room. There's just the cage Gorgut broke out of, the tunnel, and the ladder back to the 
house.
Gramzon:
I wander down the tunnel back to the large chamber/area place.
Once there I take a better look at this chamber.
Sarachim:
Okay. You can see it much better now, but it still looks empty. The steps forms a semicircle, like 
they could also be used to sit on.
The place looks like an auditorium or a theater.
Gramzon:
Is there an altar or podium that the steps are facing?
Sarachim:
No, just a flat, open space at the bottom, with five passages leading away from it.
Gramzon:
I walk past those passages very slowly sniffing the air at each entry.  Can I notice a change in the 
smell of the air?  Stale, fresh, rotting, musty; that sort of thing.
Sarachim:
All the air down here is stale.
Gramzon:
As I walk past the tunnel entrances once more I look at the flame on my torch.  Does it flicker like 
there is a slight breeze?
Sarachim:
No. The air is perfectly still.
Gramzon:
"Hmm, I hope that these lead to the surface at some point.  Now the question is which tunnel do I 
choose?"
Sarachim:
Your words echo back to you.
Gramzon:
I examine the tunnel entrances for any marking that would distinguish them from each other.
Sarachim:
If there ever was one, it's gone now.
Gramzon:
Okay. I pick the middle tunnel.  I use the tip of my spear to scratch an arrow point to the tunnel 
entrance that other might be able to see if they looked for it.
(Boy scout instincts are kicking in here.)
Sarachim:
Okay. You scratch a pretty clear arrow.
You proceed down the middle tunnel, which goes more or less due south. After about 20 feet, it 
ends in a small, square room. Doors go east and west.
Gramzon:
I examine the room by torch light.
Sarachim:
There's a very old, very rotten bench along the south wall, and nothing more. The walls are bare stone.
*rotten wooden bench, in case it was unclear
Gramzon:
Any tracks on the floor or markings on the walls or doors?
Other then mine that is.
Sarachim:
None. There's barely even any dust. It looks like this place has been empty for ages.
Gramzon:
(I'm drawing a map of this.)
Sarachim:
(Good. You may or may not need it later. :P)
Gramzon:
I open the east door and then mark the wall with another arrow pointing at the door.
Then I go through the door.
Sarachim:
Through the east door is another bare stone room. It has tunnels leading north (back toward the 
stage), east, and south.
Gramzon:
I open the door to the north and go through it after making an arrow on that door.
Sarachim:
There are no doors, except the one you came through. Just tunnels.
The north tunnel leads back to the stage. You emerge from the second tunnel on the right.
Gramzon:
Oh, I mark the tunnel to the north and then go north.
Sarachim:
Okay, you're back in the big theater room now.
Gramzon:
I go back south through the same tunnel I just went north in back to the room with tunnels and the 
door.
I scratch out the arrow on the north tunnel.
Sarachim:
You're back in the room with three tunnels
Gramzon:
After I scratch out the arrow I placed on the north tunnel I make an arrow to the east tunnel and 
then go down it.
Sarachim:
Okay. You emerge into the southwest of a group of four rooms that form a square. There are long, 
decaying tables down the center of these rooms, old workbenches, and the occastional piece of 
broken glass or old paper. Along the edges of the floors are the rotting remains of cabinets.
The northwest room has another tunnel leading back to the stage.
Oh, and the southeast room has a tunnel leading southwest.
Gramzon:
I entered these rooms from the southwest right?
Sarachim:
Well, you entered the southwest room in a tunnel that went west-east.
Gramzon:
Okay.
(I like how to told me that one of the tunnels go back to the stage so I don't do that again.  :P  )
Gramzon:
I examine a few of the old papers.
Sarachim:
Their writing has faded too much to be read by torchlight. You can't even tell whether it's a 
language you recognize or not.
Gramzon:
I gather up all the papers I see and fold them up into my pack.
Sarachim:Okay. You've got the papers.
Gramzon:
"I might find these useful later."
Sarachim:
There's no echo in here, just silence.
Gramzon:
I take the tunnel in the southeast room going southwest after I mark an arrow on the tunnel 
entrance.
Sarachim:
This leads into another four-room square. The rooms in here are filled with rows of old shelves. 
Their layout reminds you of a library.
Gramzon:
No books?
Sarachim:
The northwest room has a tunnel leading north (back to the three-tunnel room) and another 
leading west. The southeast has a ladder down.
No, no books, or anything else. Whatever was once kept in here must have been taken away 
before this place was abandoned.
Gramzon:
I mark the tunnel that leads west with an arrow and go west.
Sarachim:
Okay. At the end of this tunnel is yet another square of four rooms. These are filled with rows of 
decaying bunk beds. At a guess, this place could have slept 75 people. The northeast room has 
the tunnel you entered by (going east) and another going north (in the direction of the stage). . .
As you complete your examination of these rooms, you hear pounding footsteps from back toward 
where you entered this complex. It sounds like a lot of them.
Gramzon:
I take the north tunnel.  Not marking it this time.
Sarachim:
The north tunnel leads into another bare stone room, much like the first two you saw. It's got 
another tunnel leading north, which looks like it would end up at the stage, and a door to the east 
that would put you back in the two-door room you saw at the beginning.
The footsteps are getting closer. It sounds like they're descending the theater steps.
Gramzon:
(The question is which of the remaining two tunnels from the theater does the north tunnel 
connect with.)
Sarachim:
(That is one possible question, yes. :P)
Sarachim:
Perception roll, please.
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Sarachim:
You hear clanging in addition to footsteps. These people are wearing armor.
Gramzon:
I put out my torch.
And then move quietly up the north tunnel.
Sarachim:
Okay. In the dark, you can now see that the people coming toward you have torches of their own. 
They cast a faint light down the north tunnel as you walk down it.
Gramzon:
I turn around and go south to the room I just left and then go east through that room and through 
the door and then south into the tunnel that leads me to the room with the ladder in the southwest 
corner and go down.
Gramzon:
(I am glad that I have been mapping.)
Sarachim:
When you're almost to the end of the north tunnel, you can see that this tunnel is the second from 
the left of the five that branch out from the stage. You can see three columns of torches 
descending the steps at a jog, with four in each column, plus two standing still at the top.
Sarachim:
Having seen this, do you still want to turn and go south like you said?
Gramzon:
Oh hold on then.
I thought they were in the same tunnel as I was.
Sarachim:
No, not yet, but they're coming closer.
Sorry, I typed that a bit slowly. :P
Gramzon:
I back track to the room just south of me and then keep an eye out for torch light entering the 
north and east tunnels.
Gramzon:
I'm in this room looking for torch light that might come down the north tunnel or the east tunnel.
Sarachim:
East is a door, not a tunnel, and is currently closed.
You see flicking torchlight in the north tunnel, and hear footsteps there. They're getting closer.
Gramzon:
I open the door quietly.
Sarachim:
Okay. You glance through, and see torches coming down the tunnel between the middle room 
and the theater, too.
The footsteps in both tunnels seem to slow to a walk.
Gramzon:
I hold still and hold my breath so I can hear better.
Sarachim:
Okay. They're still coming down both passages, but more quietly now. You don't hear them 
speaking, just moving.
Gramzon:
I stealthy move to the tunnel to the south and back to the dormitory room and then listen to hear if 
they pick up the pace.
Sarachim:
You're a little faster than they are, and much quieter, so you gain a little ground as you move to 
the northeastern of the four dormitory rooms. After a minute, you see torches coming down the 
tunnel you just took.
Gramzon:
I move down the east tunnel to the kitchen (room with the ladder in it) and then listen again all 
while being really quite.
Sarachim:
Er, east is to the library. Is that what you meant?
Gramzon:
(Was the ladder in the library?)
Sarachim:
Yes.
Gramzon:
(Yup, Ladder is in the library.  I move to the library.)
(I mixed up the work room with the library, sorry.)
Sarachim:
Okay. In the northwest room of the library, you see torches coming down the north tunnel. They're 
fairly close, but since the tunnel slopes, the people carrying them can't have seen you yet. Keep 
going to the ladder room?
Sarachim:
(That's the southeast of the library)
Gramzon:
I go down the ladder praying to Sliros that it does not break under my weight.
Sarachim:
Just as you leave the northwest room, you hear people enter it. It seems like you got out in time.
You descend the ladder without a problem. It goes down about 30 feet, and ends with a dead-end. 
You hear people moving through the room above your head.
Gramzon:
Ends with a dead end?  I feel around the walls groping for anything that might lead me further 
down a tunnel.
(Roll that?)
Sarachim:
No need. You feel one section of wall is rubble rather than smooth stone. It feels like a collapsed 
tunnel.
Sarachim:
The footsteps above you recede, and the flickering torchlight disappears. It sounds like they've 
moved on.
Gramzon:
I hold my breath and listen again.  Do I hear anyone on the ladder?
I wait.
I count out time till I reach 10 minutes in my head.
Sarachim:
There's nobody on the ladder. You can still hear people moving around, but the echoes make it 
hard to tell where they are.
Near the end of your ten minutes, you hear a group enter the room above you.
Sarachim:
Roll perception.
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Sarachim:
You hear a voice, soft and just barely audible to you: "Hey, there's a ladder here."
Another: "That wasn't on the map."
Gramzon:
Did the voice sound human, goblin, elf, dragonborn, lacewing or something else?
Sarachim:
You're not certain, but if you had to guess you'd say the first was human and the second was an 
elf.
Gramzon:
And the tunnel is block off by a cave in right?  No gaps a the top of the cave in I can get though?
Sarachim:
Not that you can feel.
You hear footsteps coming toward the top of the ladder, and the torches above your head get 
brighter.
Gramzon:
I back up as much as I can out of their light with out making noise.
Sarachim:
Roll stealth.
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Gramzon:
(Wow.)
Sarachim:
You find an overhang in what was the entry to the collapsed passage. You're completely invisible 
from above.
You hear some hushed voices conversing at the top of the stairs, and then the sound of one 
person coming down the ladder.
He or she is carrying a torch.
Gramzon:
I offer up another prayer to Sliros in my head.  "Help keep me hidden."
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Gramzon:
(I chose the wrong god it looks like.)
Sarachim:
Heh.
You see a pair of legs reach the bottom of the ladder and step off. From your hiding place, the rest 
of this person is hidden. He's got a sword at his side.
He turns slowly and moves the torch around as though searching the walls. He hasn't seen you.
Gramzon:
I make sure my spear is not pointing at him and put a smile on my face.
I wait quietly.
Sarachim:
After several tense minutes, you hear him yell up the shaft: "There's nothing down here!"
The elf-sounding voice answers. "Damn. Where else could they have gone?"
The man near you doesn't answer. He just climbs out of here.
Gramzon:
I don't move.
Sarachim:
A moment later, you hear people leaving the room above you. It's dark up there again.
Gramzon:
I sit on some of the rubble and count another 10 minutes out in my head.
Sarachim:
Ten minutes pass. There are still people in this complex somewhere, but they don't seem to be 
near you.
Gramzon:
I get up and climb back up the ladder and peek my head out into the room.  Can i see any light 
flickering in any of the tunnels?
Sarachim:
There are no tunnels leading off of this room, just doors to two other rooms in the library-square. 
They're both open, and you can't see any light through them.
Gramzon:
I get out and head to the west door and go through.
To the Dormitory.
Sarachim:
Roll perception.
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Sarachim:
There's a lot of noise up ahead. It sounds like about three people are smashing apart the beds in 
the dormitory rooms.
Gramzon:
(The dice don't hate me.  They hate me trying to contact my deity.)
Sarachim:
(Maybe Sliros is making you roll high. :P)
Gramzon:
"Now why would they be doing that?" I wonder to my self.
I creep along really quietly and listen to the destruction.
Sarachim:
Inspiration doesn't strike you. :P
Gramzon:
:P
Sarachim:
From down the tunnel to the dormitory, you hear an exasperated voice shout, "they must be down here somewhere!"
Gramzon:
I listen a little more.
Sarachim:
More smashing. Some heavy things being shifted around. It sounds like the dormitory rooms are 
being searched very thoroughly.
Gramzon:
I go back to the library and listen for noise or light near by.
Sarachim:
The library rooms are still empty, as far as you can tell.
Gramzon:
How does the door and tunnel going northeast to the workroom look/sound?
Sarachim:
Roll perception.
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Gramzon:
(Dice are going to fail me soon.)
Sarachim:
There's a little bit of light coming down that tunnel. It sounds like about three people are searching 
that area and tearing apart every possible hiding place.
Gramzon:
Okay i go to the door/tunnel that goes northwest back to the room where I gathered all the papers 
from and listen there.
Sarachim:
Um, that's the same as the workroom.
Gramzon:
(I thought there were three doors/tunnels that lead out from the library.)
Sarachim:
Oh, that? Yes, there are. I meant you gathered the papers in the workroom.
There is a tunnel that leads to one of the empty rooms here, which then has a tunnel to the 
auditorium. That's what you meant to take, right?
Gramzon:
Oh, I go to the one that I didn't get the papers from then.  The one that is adjacent to the room that 
I first entered.
Yeah, that one.
Sarachim:
Gotcha. You make it to the three-tunnel room. Roll perception if you're stopping to look/listen 
again.
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Gramzon:
(Can only last for so long like this.)
Sarachim:
The people in the work area are still at it, and the library behind you is still empty. The tunnel back 
to the stage is longer than those, so you can't tell what's down it from here.
The door to the west is shut.
Gramzon:
I move down the tunnel to the stage/theater room slowly and quietly.  I also listen. and look for 
light.
(Stupid people closing my doors!)
Sarachim:
Perception again as you move up the tunnel.
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Sarachim:You don't see any lights at all until you're right at the exit from the tunnel. Then, in the theater, you 
see four torches moving about among the steps. They're widely separated, and the people holding 
them don't seem to have noticed you.
You can just barely make out the silhouettes of the people carrying them. They look like fighters in 
armor.
Gramzon:
I back up into the tunnel again out of view.
Sarachim:
Okay.
What now?
Gramzon:
"Are they looking for someone or something?" I wonder.
Sarachim:
One of them said "they must be down here somewhere" before. Your inner dialogue voice tells 
you that that sounds like they're looking for people. :P
Gramzon:
I offer up a prayer, this time to Phol-phoram.  "I know I turned from you when my wife died so 
many years ago.  Now I need that inspiration that you once gave me in my youth.  Do I reveal my 
self to these people or not?"
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Sarachim:
You do not hear an answer.
Gramzon:
I retreat back down the tunnel to the three tunnel room with the door that is on the west wall.
Sarachim:
Okay. You can still hear people searching the work area from here.
Gramzon:
"I cannot blame anyone but my self for what has happened to me since she died." I think to my 
self.
I then open the door to the west on go in and listen and look again.
Sarachim:
This room is empty. From here, you can't hear or see any of the other people. The other door 
(west) is closed.
Gramzon:
"All that time I spent with my rage built up inside me and it eroded away my soul.  I thought by 
returning to Riole and helping others I would find my soul once more and favor with some of the 
gods, any of the gods."
I open the door to the west and look and listen before going in.
Sarachim:
You do not know where it comes from, but something tells you to put your regrets aside and to 
focus on your surroundings.
Gramzon:
"Now I am here all alone and the only thing I want is to hold my dearest once more in my arms."
Sarachim:
There's nothing in this room. Once you're inside, you hear people coming toward you from the 
dormitories.
Gramzon:
I go north from the room back to the stage/theater room.
(I'm in the tunnel that is the second from the west right?)
Sarachim:
Yes.
Sarachim:
Okay. There are still four people with torches searching the theater room.
Gramzon:
About how far apart are the tunnels spaced from each other?
Sarachim:
You try to stay in the shadows, but you see one of the searchers in the audience area stand up, 
turn, and point right at you. "There's one!"
Gramzon:
I let out a bellow of a roar and mix some flames in it for intimidation.
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Sarachim:
He and the other three converge on you, and you hear the steps behind you quicken. From 
somewhere in the darkness before you, you hear a woman shout, "Take him alive!"
Gramzon:
(Meow?)
I step out into the theater room and then hand a hard left and run down the last tunnel that I have 
not been down.
Sarachim:
You roar and shoot flames, and the torches stop coming closer for just a moment. Soon, though, 
they get their nerve up and resume charging again, and you hear shouts and running feet in the 
other rooms you've seen.
Gramzon:
As I get into the tunnel I let out puffs of flame so I can see where I am going.
Sarachim:
You turn down the westmost tunnel. People are running after you.
It's a straight tunnel, and you don't see any branches leading off of it yet.
Gramzon:
I try to get a torch out and light it as I run.
Sarachim:
You succeed.
Gramzon:
I run faster now that I can see a little better.
Sarachim:
At your feet, you see the long-dead bones of people and gigantic animals strewn chaotically 
about. There are only a few at first, but more and more as you go.
A quick glance over your shoulder confirms that people with torches are chasing you. You seem to 
be keeping even with them.
"He's alone!"
Another: "He's trapped!"
Gramzon:
I keep running.
Sarachim:
And the woman again: "Remember, take him alive!"
You come to a place where it looks like someone started to build a wall to seal off this tunnel, but 
quit halfway through. The piles of bones are thickest around it.
Gramzon:
I don't wait, I squeeze through the gap.
Sarachim:
You climb over the half-wall without trouble, and keep going. They're gaining on you now.
Gramzon:
I take a defense position behind the wall.  I stab anything that tries to get over with my spear.
I drop my torch to the ground so I can use both hands with my spear.
Sarachim:
Okay. The torches keep coming closer, and stop about 30 feet away. Between two humans 
holding the ones in front, you can just barely make out the outline of an elf. He speaks.
Sarachim:
"Dragonborn, this tunnel is a dead end. You are trapped. Surrender, and we will not harm you."
Gramzon:
"And who is it that seeks my surrender?"
Sarachim:
"The king of this island, in whose halls you are trespassing."
Gramzon:
How wide is the tunnel?  How many people would be able to stand side by side and fight me in 
here?
Sarachim:
It's not wide. Only two, you think.
Gramzon:
"These are not your halls if you did not know of the ladder in the library until after searching there 
a second time.  I ask you again, who is it that seeks my surrender?"
Sarachim:
"We are not here to persuade, friend, but to compel. You have nowhere to run."
Gramzon:
I sniff the air.  Can I smell fresh air?
Sarachim:
No, but your torch is making so much smoke it's masking whatever other smells might be nearby.
Gramzon:
Does the flame flicker like there is a breeze?
Sarachim:
No, it's steady.
Gramzon:
"What kind of friend compels another?  That is not the kind of friendship I know of."
Gramzon:
Is it a female that is speaking or a male?
Sarachim:
"If you surrender now, when we catch your friends we will offer them the same chance to 
surrender that we are offering you. If not, we will assume they are hostile and kill them. Would you 
compel them to fight to the death?"
A male.
Gramzon:
"So an ultimatum is what you offer me.  What would come of me with my surrender?"
Sarachim:
"That is for the king to decide."
Gramzon:
(I knew I should have just stayed down the ladder hidden for a few hours.)
Sarachim:
(Heh. They might have found you there eventually. :P)
Gramzon:
"And on what rules does this king rule?"
Sarachim:
"I am not going to debate law and philosophy with you. Last chance. Surrender, or we will capture 
you by force."
Gramzon:
"And how many of you will die to take me?  I have the high ground and you lie at my feet for the 
slaughter as a sheep does before the butcher."  I let out another burst of flame from my mouth for 
intimidation.
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Gramzon:
(I'm not very scary with those kind of rolls.)
Sarachim:
The speaker does not answer. You see one of the men beside him throw something at you. It 
misses, and you hear glass shatter behind you.
Gramzon:
I take a breath and then hold it.
Sarachim:The torches start backing off. It smells like the toxic gas Xiriatl used in Survi's house.
Gramzon:
I grab my torch and then run further down the tunnel away from the big bully island people.
Sarachim:
You do. The gas cloud expands, so you can't see back the way you came. After 40 feet, you come 
to a dead end.
Gramzon:
Dead end or a cave in?
Sarachim:
Cave-in, from the looks of it.
Another potion bottle flies toward you, and shatters. More gas comes out.
Gramzon:
(Can I breath fire into the cloud to burn away the toxic gas?)
Sarachim:
(You don't know if it's flammable or not. If it's not flammable, that won't help. If it is flammable, you 
may not want to set it on fire. :P)
Gramzon:
(Fire shouldn't hurt me to much since I can breath the stuff.  :P)  I let out a breath of fire into the 
cloud that is expanding from the broken bottle.
(Roll it?)
Sarachim:
The fire doesn't seem to do anything. This must be a non-flammable gas.
Roll a save, please.
Gramzon:
(Crap.)
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Sarachim:
The gas gets into your eyes and mouth, causing severe pain. Your eyes water, and you start 
coughing. You lose 2 stamina.
Sarachim:
(You started this session at full, right?)
Gramzon:
(Yeah, I thought so.  20/10 right?)
Sarachim:
Right.
Gramzon:
I dig at the top of the cave in trying to clear the rubble so I can get through.  (Strength)
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Gramzon:
(I used up all my high rolls for the day I guess.)
Sarachim:
You dig for a bit, but the rubble is thick. Whenever you pull some away, more slides down into its 
places. Between the exertion and the gas you lose another stamina point.
Gramzon:
I fake a choking noise and then get really quiet. 
I hold my spear at the ready.
Sarachim:
You don't hear anything. Nobody's coming toward you. In this confined space, the gas isn't 
dispersing.
You lose another stamina point while you wait.
Gramzon:
I pull out my bed roll and use it to fan the gas back down the tunnel.
Sarachim:
Hmm. Roll it?
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Gramzon:
I also pull my keffiyeh over my nose and mouth.
Sarachim:
You manage to temporarily clear the air around your head, but there's too much gas here to fan it 
all away. It's still hard for you to see.
Oh, hey, the keffiyeh! That's clever.
Gramzon:
Does the keffiyeh make a difference in my breathing the gas or do I still feel it draining me?
Sarachim:
It's helping, but you still can't keep breathing it forever.
Gramzon:
Am I still holding my torch?
Sarachim:
You grabbed it when you ran, right? If so, yes.
Gramzon:
Okay, I toss it away from me back down the tunnel were I ran from so that there is no light giving 
away my position.
Gramzon:
Then I slowly and quietly creep down the tunnel trying to see the others through the gas while I 
hold my spear at the ready.
Sarachim:
Roll a save.
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Sarachim:
You make it through the gas cloud unharmed. At its edge, you see torches far down the tunnel 
from you.
Gramzon:
What side of the half wall are they on?
Sarachim:
Almost all the way back to the stage.
Gramzon:
I move further up the tunnel back to the half wall and watch the others.
Sarachim:
Okay. There's still some gas here, and if you stay long it will start to affect you.
The torches aren't moving.
Gramzon:
I keep moving forward till the gas won't be effecting me unless it brings me within kissing range of 
the others.
Sarachim:
Okay. You keep moving forward, past the wall, and stop.
Gramzon:
I lie low to the ground and watch them.
Sarachim:
The people at the end of the passage still aren't moving.
Gramzon:
"I wonder what killed all these things?" I think as I lie amongst the bones on the ground.
Sarachim:
They don't answer.
You hear glass shatter just ahead of you, and more gas fills your face. You lose another stamina, 
and you're in a cloud now.
Gramzon:
I grit my teeth, hold my breath and move forward again.
Sarachim:Roll a save.
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Sarachim:
You move forward without inhaling any more gas. You're almost to the torches when you get out 
of the cloud. You can see the light glinting off of drawn swords.
Gramzon:
Can they see me?
Sarachim:
One of the two humans in front of the group sees you, and points his sword at you. "Surrender!"
Gramzon:
I smile my grin that I love to smile at the humans and keep walking forward.
I hold my spear out to my side as I do but do not stop grinning.
Sarachim:
It's hard to tell by torchlight, but the humans look a little shaken by this. The same one yells even 
louder, "Do not come any closer!"
Gramzon:
"Then I can not surrender.  Stop speaking contrary to your own words."  I keep moving forward 
with the grin on my face and the spear held out at arms length.
Sarachim:
"Put down your weapon!"
Gramzon:
About how close am I now?
Sarachim:
Very close. About six feet.
Gramzon:
I move forward now very slowly and tense my muscles for a surprise attack.  "Where do I put it 
down?  You need to stop speaking in riddles to me if you want me to understand."  I keep ginning.
Sarachim:
"Drop it! Now!" The human looks very nervous, but is tense to attack just like you.
Gramzon:
"Okay."
Sarachim:
"I said now!"
Gramzon:
I set it slowly down on the ground so that it rests over my right foot just a little.
(Hopefully not enough to be noticed.)
Sarachim:
"Now, put your hands on your head!"
Gramzon:
I raise them up.
Sarachim:
The human nods to someone behind him. Two others slide past him with their swords sheathed 
and approach you. One is holding a rope.
Gramzon:
I offer up one last prayer in my head.  "Watch over my Cruzore, Sliros, for today I meet my 
creator."
Sarachim:
The two humans are next to you now. One takes your arms and pulls them behind you.
Gramzon:
I bring my right foot up and my hands down so that my spear meets them in mid-air.  I then stab it 
into one of the ones approaching me and let out a breath of fire at the other.
Sarachim:
Roll it.
Gramzon:
(How many rolls and stamina do I need?)
Sarachim:
One roll, no stamina.
OnlineHost:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die:  15
Sarachim:
You take the humans completely by surprise. You stab the first in the gut, dropping him to the 
ground, and badly burn the other. One screams, and you hear a commotion behind them.
Sarachim:
The human leader swings a potion bottle at your face, but misses. There are others behind him, 
but the three in front of you are blocking them.
Your move again.
Gramzon:
I charge into the crowd, spear first and breathing fire like my nickname says.
OnlineHost:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
Sarachim:
You fly dramatically out of a cloud of your own smoke, and stab the leader in the leg. Another 
human tries to leap over his wounded comrade, trips, and falls at your feet. There's chaos in the 
hallway ahead of you.
The leader jabs at you with his sword, but misses. Everyone else is still blocked by the crowd.
Go again.
Gramzon:
I keep pushing forward pulling on all my strength to get through the crowd while I stab with my 
spear at those in front of me and breath fire at their soft fleshy heads.  (Set some hair on fire!)
OnlineHost:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die:  9
Sarachim:
The leader ducks your thrust, and you stab the man behind him. That one slashes at you, but 
can't reach you.
The leader rises again, and smashes a potion bottle on your head. You take two damage from the 
glass, and lose 2 stamina from getting the gas right in your face.
The corridor fills with gas. Your turn.
Gramzon:
I keep pushing into them trying to break through while stabbing and breathing fire like a true 
dragon.
(Come on high numbers.)
OnlineHost:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die:  17
Sarachim:
You wound the leader again, as he and the humans behind him turn and run away, leaving their 
fallen comrades behind. Gas keeps filling the corridor.
The human who tripped earlier grabs at your leg from the floor, misses, and falls back to the 
ground, immobile.
Gramzon:
I run after them or sort of.  I am running to get up the theater/stage steps and go up the ladder that 
goes back up to the house.
Gramzon:
I still stab and breath fire at them while I give chase.
OnlineHost:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die:  1
Gramzon:
:(
Sarachim:
You chase them, but can't land a blow. When you get to the stage, you see a ring of torches piled 
around the tunnel exit. You wonder what this means for a moment, until arrows come flying out of 
the dark steps above. Most of them miss, but two hit for three damage.
You lose sight of the ones you were chasing as they flee into this wide, open area.
Gramzon:
I charge the line of torches trying to break through them and into the tunnel that leads back to the 
house.
(Are you have as much fun in this session as I am?)
Sarachim:
It's not a line of people with torches, just torches piled around the exit.
Presumably, they're there so the archers can see you.
(And yeah, this is awesome.)
Gramzon:
I keep charging then.  Running, spiting fire, and roaring like the dragons of old.  (Intimidate)
OnlineHost:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
Sarachim:
You pound up the steps, roaring like a madman. You're not sure just where the enemy is, but you 
know you're getting closer to the exit.
More arrows come flying out of the darkness. Two of them hit, dealing five damage. One gets you 
in the leg and makes you stumble on the steps.
Your turn again
Gramzon:
"GRAWWWR!"  I let the adrenaline in my dragon blood feed me and help ignore the wounds that I 
have sustained and keep charging to the exit faster then before.
Sarachim:
Roll again.
OnlineHost:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die:  17
Gramzon:
(Stat check.  I have 10/3 correct?)
Sarachim:
You make it to the top of the steps. There's a mage blocking the exit, in the middle of a defensive 
spell. You knock him down with your spear and disrupt it.
Sarachim:
(Yes, that's right.)
Gramzon:
I keep right on charging up the tunnel past the mage I just tackled. Still bellowing and breathing 
fire.
Sarachim:
The archers shoot again, and you get hit in four places. You take another five damage, but barely 
feel it. You're still on your feet.
Gramzon:
(That was what I do after getting shot then.  Roll it?)
Sarachim:
No, this is just a move.
You can see two torches ahead of you, in the last room before the ladder. You hear glass break 
ahead of you, and then you can't see them any more.
I mean, the room with the ladder. The one where you rescued Gorgut.
Gramzon:
(Freedom is so close I can taste it now.)
Sarachim:
Your move.
Gramzon:
I hold my breath and charge through the gas into the room and then stab/breath fire on anything 
that tries to stop me from climbing the ladder with all the skill that I gained from climbing trees.
Sarachim:
Heh. Roll a save against the gas.
OnlineHost:rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die:  13
Sarachim:
And now an attack.
OnlineHost:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
Sarachim:
You charge into the last room. You hear a lot of panicked shouting behind you, but most of it is still 
far away. In front, there are two fighters with torches, with a mage behind and between them.
The mage yelps, and starts climbing the ladder. The two fighters slash at you, and one of them 
hits you for two.
Your move.
Wait, sorry, forgot. You stab at that fighter, and hit. Now it's your move.
Gramzon:
(Hey, my hp and stamina are the same number now.  That is so cool...and bad.)
Sarachim:
(On the bright side, hey, no tear gas in here. :P)
As the mage climbs, you hear her yell, "take him alive!" again. She sounds much less optimistic 
about it than she did last time.
Gramzon:
I don't try to stab anyone but use my spear to club both of the fighters over and onto the gound so 
they can't get me and then clime the latter, grab the mage and toss her off and keep going up.  
(Spend a stamina.) (How many rolls?)
Sarachim:
Hmm. One roll should be fine.
OnlineHost:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
Sarachim:
You knock one fighter down, and shove a second out of your way without knocking him off his 
feet, but the mage slips out of your grasp and keeps climbing.
The fighter still on his feet jabs at you, but misses. You hear running in the tunnel behind you.
Your move.
The mage is too far up to grab now, but on the bright side that means you can climb after her if 
you make it to the ladder.
Gramzon:
I spit as huge a ball of fire as I can summing it from my blood and feeding it with my adrenaline to 
make it larger then any flame I have ever made before (1 stamina) and then go up the ladder 
faster then a monkey can climb a tree.
OnlineHost:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die:  19
Gramzon:
(Whoa! Yes!)
Sarachim:
You fill the room with flame. You can't even see the two fighters in here, but you're sure they're 
unhappy. You grab the ladder and fly up it as fast as your bleeding limbs can carry you.
Gramzon:
(All I need are some wings and I will have morphed back into a true dragon of old Mote.)
;P
Sarachim:
Looking up, you see the mage take out another potion and drop it down the shaft. Miraculously, it 
misses you completely and hits the fighter below you on the head just as he was about to start 
following you. He's knocked out.
Just as you're starting to savor that, though, the mage slams the trapdoor above you shut.
Your move.
Gramzon:
I slam into the trap door as soon as I can with as much strength as I can. (Strengh)
OnlineHost:rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
Gramzon:
(Oh dear.)
Sarachim:
You try your best, but even with your massive strength you just can't get enough leverage in this 
cramped shaft. The gas from the potion wafts up the shaft from beneath you.
OnlineHost:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die:  9
Gramzon:
(Mulligan?)
Sarachim:
You cough, but maintain your hold for now. You're not sure how much longer you can. You don't 
hear any more running feet beneath you, though.
Go again.
Gramzon:
I summon my strength again and try to break the trapdoor open (or off it's hinges.)
OnlineHost:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die:  11
Sarachim:
You burst through the door, taking it clean off the floor. From behind, though, you feel a thunk, and 
the last thing you see is the mage standing over you brandishing one of Survi's iron pans. You 
wobble, and fall, and black out.
You hit the floor of the dungeon hard, and lose track of time...
Gramzon:
;_;
Sarachim:
Do you need a break? I have a little bit left, but we've gone so long already that I won't mind if you 
want to stop for however long you like.
Gramzon:
I can keep going for hours if you want to.
Sarachim:
(Also, sorry about that. The mage got a critical with that pan. Can you believe it?)
Okay. I may get called away, but let's keep going until if/when I do.
Gramzon:
(Gah, Stupid mage that must be related to Zarusa.)
(Okay.)
Sarachim:
You come to in a low, dark cell with a heavy door. A trickle of light comes in through a tiny barred 
window, high above your head. Your wounds have been healed, but your whole body aches. You 
feel like you got run over by both horses and the plow.
There's another small, barred window in the cell door.
Gramzon:
Do I have my pack, spear, armor, belt and tools, and cloths still?
Sarachim:
You are lying on your bedroll, and you're wearing the same clothes, but all of your other 
possessions aren't here.
Gramzon:
Does anything feel broken in my body?
Sarachim:
Nope. It hurts to move around, but that's just soreness. With a little more rest, you think you'd be 
right as rain.
Gramzon:
(Did my hp/stamina change since being hit on the head?)
Sarachim:
Your back screams at you to stop as you turn to examine your other side. Okay, maybe a lot more 
rest.
Sarachim:
(We'll deal with HP/stamina the next time it becomes relevant.)
Gramzon:
(Okay)
Sarachim:
You can hear two people arguing somewhere outside your cell.
Gramzon:
I hold still and listen.
Sarachim:
You can't make out any words from here, just that it's one man and one woman.
Gramzon:
Can I move without groaning in pain?
Sarachim:
Yes.
I mean, it'll hurt, but you can suppress the groan. :P
Gramzon:
I get up quietly and slowly to keep the pain down to a bearable level and move to the door lock 
and listen some more while I examine the lock and the hinges on the door.
Do I roll crafting or artifice for that?
Sarachim:
The lock is large, heavy, and made of iron. You don't see any way to pick it or break it without 
your tools. The hinges are on the other side of the door.
Gramzon:
How is the lock set into the door?  Can I see all the way to the other side through the key hole?
Sarachim:
No.
Out of the corner of your eye, you notice that the cell across from you is occupied.
Gramzon:
Did I see that through the little bar window in the door?
Sarachim:
Yes.
What looks to be occupying the other cell?
Sarachim:
It's Gorgut the goblin. She is either unconscious or asleep.
Sarachim:
The unseen man and woman are still arguing. It sounds like they're somewhere off to your left.
Gramzon:
"Gorgut?  Here?  How? When?" I think to my self in surprise.
Can I hear anything that is being said?
Sarachim:
You can catch bits and pieces. They're arguing about a dragonborn, presumably you, but you 
can't hear any more than that.
After another minute or so, the arguing stops, and you hear boots coming down the corridor 
toward you.
Gramzon:
I also offer up a prayer for thanks to Sliros and Phol for watching over me.
I go back and lay down.
Sarachim:
You lay down on your bedroll. Soon after, you see a face appear at the door's window.
Gramzon:
I peek at it without trying to look awake.
Sarachim:
It's an elf. Elves age slowly, but even so you'd guess this one must be less than thirty. He's 
wearing a gold circlet on his head sculpted to look like a crown of ivy, and has blue-gray eyes. He 
nods to an unseen companion, and the lock on your cell door clicks.
The door opens, and you see that the elf is flanked by a dragonborn and a lacewing, both carrying staves. The elf enters, and they close the door immediately behind him.
Gramzon:
He came in alone or the others came in too?
Sarachim:
Alone.
Now that he's standing over you, you can see that the elf is wearing a blue-gray robe the same 
color as his eyes and hair. Even though there's no draft in here, the robe's hem constantly dances 
up and down as though blown by the wind.
Gramzon:
I speak, "Are you the one who sought for my surrender?"
I open my eyes an look back up at the elf and give him my smile but do not move.
Sarachim:
The elf speaks, in the dominant tone of someone used to power. "Yes I am, dragonborn. As you 
can see, it was a genuine offer. I have even extended it."
"I am King Vurziveh. I have questions, and you will answer them if you value your friends' lives. 
What is your name?"
Gramzon:
"And what of Gorgut?  Was she offered the same as I?"
Sarachim:
Vurziveh does not move, but you feel like you've been slapped in the face by a gust of wind. "You 
will address me as 'your majesty' or 'sir.'"
Gramzon:
"I will do so once you have earned it."
Sarachim:
Vurziveh's frowns, and the whites of his eyes turn gray like a cloudy sky. "I will do so quickly, then. 
What is your name?"
Gramzon:
"Names come and they go as the wind, what would be my name at this time I do not know."
Sarachim:
You feel another slap on your face, harder this time. "You have been healed. Your mind is 
healthy. Do not pretend otherwise."
Gramzon:
"I do not pretend otherwise, but names are fleeting in the ages.  Only few have survived the 
passage of time and those are lost to myth and legend."
Sarachim:
A blast of wind lifts you clear off of your bedroll, and pins you to the far wall of the cell. "WHO ARE 
YOU? WHO SENT YOU HERE?"
Gramzon:
I keep my face as calm as the pain of my muscles will allow me.  "I've seen children scream and 
cry in tantrums when they find that life does not involve eating sweets for every meal before. The 
way you are starting to act reminds of a little one I knew named Razel."
Sarachim:
The gray in the elf's eyes turn darker, like clouds about to burst, but he gives you a toothy smile. 
"Very well. I see you are stronger than you are wise. I will delegate you to one of my subordinates, 
one with more specialized skills." As he says "specialized," his face takes on a particularly 
threatening leer, and despite his words you think he's about to attack. It passes, though.
Gramzon:
"Respect is earned, not given.  And leadership if given not earned."
Sarachim:
Vurziveh knocks once on the door. His guards open the door, let him out, and close it again. The 
wind stops, and you fall hard to the floor.
He turns to look back at you through the bars. "You are about to learn, Nameless Friend, how far I 
will go to earn respect." He walks away, leaving you alone.
Gramzon:
(So was that incredibly dumb of me?  :P)
Sarachim:As you lie on your back, alternately thinking about escape and about passing out with pain, a 
mouse squeezes under your cell door. It stops, sits on its haunches, and looks you in the eye.
Gramzon:
I look back at it and give a weak smile to it.
Sarachim:
You could swear that it smiles back.
End session.
